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Change Guides Partner to Receive International Organizational Change Award 
 

Cincinnati based Change Guides LLC announced that Kate Nelson, a partner at Change Guides, will be awarded 

the Change Agent and Transformation Leader Award by The World Human Resourced Development Congress 

(http://www.worldhrdcongress.com/GutsToChange/Index.html). 

 

Ms. Nelson will be presented with her award at The World HRD Congress Change Management Forum, 

scheduled on 29th & 30th June, 2012 at Taj Lands End, in Mumbai India. The Congress will bring 

several Thought Leaders and Change Management Professionals from around the world. The Theme for the 

forum is “Mastering Change in a Hyperactive Business Environment”  

 

In today’s fast paced environment, organizations much know how to actively and effectively manage the 

change process to ensure that objectives are met and that business continues to function efficiently. 

 

The Change Management Forum will focus on increasing agility, driving performance and optimizing 

engagement. Topic will including how execute change effectively in a challenging environment, focus change 

initiatives on improving performance and agility, deal with change anxiety to increase engagement, and more.   

 

Dave Paulson, the Chairman of the Awards and Academic Committee of The World HRD Congress said, “This is 

in recognition of Kate’s remarkable progress in initiating changes… remarkable enough for others to follow her 

example.” 

  

The Global Change Management and Leadership forum is organized by The World HRD Congress and is 

endorsed by thought leaders and the Asian Confederation of Businesses. The World HRD Congress, a virtual 

body and is in its 21st year and is governed by a distinguished panel of advisory council members including 

business leaders from around the world.   

 

Change Guides was established by Kate Nelson and Stacy Aaron in Cincinnati in 2005. With affiliates in 

Australia, New Zealand, the UK, and Brazil, Change Guides provides services and products to organizations 

worldwide that are navigating through organizational change.    

 

More information about Change Guides can be found at www.changeguidesllc.com. If you'd like to schedule an 

interview with one of the partners, they can be reached at stacy.aaron@changeguidesllc.com or 

kate.nelson@changeguidesllc.com. We also have a YouTube Channel at 

http://www.youtube.com/user/changeguides. 


